f: P -* Q is a topological embedding.
Then for each continuous function c P-» (0, 00) there exists a PL embedding g; P-»0 such that d(f(x),g(x)) < e (x) for each x £ P.
Moreover, if R is a subpolyhedron of P on which f\R is PL, then we may choose g so that g\R=f\R.
The "moreover" part of Theorem 1 is simply an application of an isotopy theorem proved by Connelly [8] , and we shall make no further reference to it. Bq-> Int 0 such that F\Bq -Bd B k in PL.
Proof. This is essentially a sequence of applications of Theorem 9 of [15] .
The next lemma is a straightforward application of the Tietze extension theorem. Proof. This is a straightforward application of Theorem 2 (as applied to the embedding f\a: a -*Q) and general position. Proof. Apply Lemma 10 inductively.
The next lemma is the key lemma of this paper. Its proof depends upon a result of J. Cobb announced in [7] . The specific form of Cobb's theorem we wish to consider is the following.
Theorem 3 (Cobb [7] ). Suppose that L is a subcomplex of a finite k-dimen- Isotopy Theorem (Edwards [9] ). Suppose that L is a subcomplex of a finite k-dimensional complex K and that f: \K\ -► 0 (q -k > 3) is a topological embedding such that f\ \L\ is PL. Then, given e > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that if g .: \K\ -* 0 (i' = 1, 2) is a PL embedding such that g \ \L\ = f\ \L\ and dig-, f) < 8, then g. and g2 are PL e-ambient isotopic in 0 via an isotopy that is fixed outside TV (/(|K| -|L|)). Moreover, if X is a polyhedron and g: X-* 0 is PL then ht (t £ I) can be chosen so as to fix g (X Suppose that L is a subcomplex of a finite ^-complex K and that /: \K\ -» 0 (a -k > 3) is an embedding such that f\ \L\ is PL and f\ \K\ -\L\ is PL. N .) ). The homeomorphism G'G~ is isotopic to the identity via the appropriate isotopy of Q.
